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TODAY:
Mostly
sunny
High:75
Low: 40's.
SATURDAY: Warm
High: 70s. Low: 40's.
SUNDAY: Clear and
warm. High: 75 Low: 45.
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The Student Newspaper of Murray State University
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Racers look to win OVC, avenge loss

The Murray State
Student Filmmakers'
Association is showing
an array of movies over
the next few weeks.

•Football: The Murray State
football team will try to reverse
last year's fortunes against
Tennessee State Saturday.
By Jason Billingsley

See page 2

Sports Editor
Looking at Saturday's Ohio Valley
Conference football championship
game vs. Tennessee State, one can find
some similarities to last year's game.
Last year, MSU was at home, ranked
in the Division I-AA Top 10 and the
favorite to win the OVC title. The TSU
Tigers were ,the young underdogs.
The game came down to Tennessee
State scoring two touchdowns in four
minutes and blocking Racer kicker
Greg Miller's 42-yard field goal
attempt with time expiring. The Tigers
won the game and the conference title
in arguably the greatest game ever
played in Roy Stewart Stadium.
This year, Tennessee State (9-0, 5-0
OVC) is the defending OVC champ,
No.2 in the country in Div. 1-AA and at

Ken Wolf
discusses the
reorganization
and structuring
of academic colleges.
Seepage

5

CollegeL(/e ·
Embroidered jeans,
ethnic prints and invisible
necklaces are just a few
of the front-runners
for fashion this
season.
Seepage

home in Adelphia Coliseum, which
they share with the Tennessee Titans
of the National Football League. Murray State (6-3, 5-1 OVC) has had a season with injuries and a young defense
that gave up a lot of points early in the
season.
"It's been kind of a recurring theme
from me in these last several weeks,
but I'm very proud of this football
team," Racer Head Coach Denver
Johnson said. "I've been very repetitive
about my good feeling and respect for
this bunch of youngsters and that
theme won't change. I told them back
some time ago that if we don't win
another game I couldn't be any prouder of them."
The Racers were in high spirits after
last Saturday's victory against Eastern
Kentucky, and seem to be ready for the
game on Saturday. Also, they have
added incentive: the photo of the TSU
players tearing down Murray's goal
posts last year was hanging all over
Roy Stewart Stadium by Monday.
"We're looking real forward to it,"

Racer tight end Josh McKeel said.
"Everybody knows what happened last
year. That's been in our minds. We've
worked for a chance for revenge
against them in the off season. This is
the best situation we could have asked
for this year, a chance to beat them for
the title on their field."
Murray State will no doubt face its
toughest challenge of the season
against the talent-ladened Tigers.
"They are a tremendous football
team," J ohnson said. "They've got more
talent than anybody in this league by a
good margin. It'll take just a super
effort on our guys' part to challenge
those guys and have a chance to win
the game, but I think our guys are getting in the habit of making great
efforts.
"They have a great offense and 11
great athletes on defense,'' Johnson
said. "This team is just a blur on film.
They put so much speed on the field,
it's amazing. They're leading the conPLEAS£ SEE TSU/14

File photo
Several Tennessee State playe rs tear down
the Stewart Stadium goal post after defeatIng the Ra cers last season.

Line limits
mal{e calls
problematic

9

Sports
Brian Palmer and Lindsay
Newlin lead the Murray
State cross country team
into t he NCAA regionals
this weekend.
.'i'ee page

'
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•Commu nications: In order to
reach out and touch someone, students compete for 80 possible lines
for off-campus calling.

Ind ex
Police Beat.......see page 3
Letters ..............see page 4
College Vlews.see page 4
OpEd ................see page 5
Calendar...........see page 9
Classifieds ......see page I 3
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By Kristin Hill

~

Kelly Clem, junior from Goshen, is
frustrated with problems dialing off campus and receiving off-campus calls.
"I think it is ridiculous to have to hit
redial six times to get an outside line,
local or long distance," she said.
Clem's father also become frustrat~d
recently when trying to call her.
"My dad was supposed to call at a specific time and got angry at me because he
couldn't get through," Clem said. "He
said if he didn't get through the last time
he tried, he wa!'!n't going to call anymore
because he thought I was on the phone,
but in reality he couldn't get an on-cam,
pus line."
, Telecommunications Manager Jim
DeBoer ha~> received complaints from
students who experienced similar situations. He said students have trouble dialing off campus because of an increase in
technology in residential colleges.
"This is happening, in large part,
because of a significant increase in the
number of personal computers brought
to campus by students living in the residential colleges," DeBoer ~>aid. "This bas
resulted in an increase in demand for
access to the Internet by those students."
Students can use cable or telephone
modems as their connection to the Internet.
"The heavy use of telephone modem
connections has placed a higher than
normal demand on outgoing telephone

Assistant News Editor

Numbers
News ••...••..•.•• 762-4468
College Life.. 76 2-4480
Sports........... 762·448 1
EIC ................ 762-6877
Ads ............... 762-4478
Fax................ 762-l i7S
O nline:
www.thenews.org

Rob Gower
has found
success as a
trumpet player
at MSU. But
it hasn't
always been
that way for
the West
Virginia
native.
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Have you ever wondered
why you have watched
Tom Cruise's "Days of
Thunder" and "Top
Gun" and said to yourself "Haven't I seen this
before?'' Read why at
www.thenews.org.
Chat online with Vice
President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson
Monday at 7 p.m.

Assistant Sports Editor
Rob Gower has been tooting his own horn, so
to speak.
"My biggest dream, ever since I started playing, was to be famous," Gower said. "I've
always told anyone who ever meets me that I
will be famous. That's my one main goal."
Those who know him and his accomplishments expect nothing less. Gower, junior music
performance major from Huntington, W. Va.,
and first cornet player for the Racer Band, has
a formidable resume.
Gower has received the John Philips Sousa
Award for outstanding band leader and the
Louis Armstrong Award for his cornet abilities.
In addition to numerous independent performances with his brass quintet, he has played
solo for University President Kern Alexander
at the past three Founder's Days and at facility dedications.
Since his flrst year at Murray State, Gower

has been a member of the marching band. Fans
at every football game see him when he performs as the featured soloist, occasionally
unleashing his top range of double high C.
"He's very professional and very talented,"
second cornet player Eric Waldon said. "He was
given a natural talent for the music and picks
up things quickly."
Gower was recently voted "Most Valuable
Member" by his fellow band members, an
award to be presented at the upcoming annual
band banquet.
"He has outstanding energy with a lot of
great ideas," Assistant Band Director John
Fannin said. "He's played one of the finest solos
I've ever heard played when he did 'Carnival of
Venice.' In addition to this, he's an excellent
section leader and in teaching the younger
members."
Gower traces his inner drive back to high
school band days, when he was last chair trumpet with no prospects of moving upward.
PLEAS£ SEE GOWER/14

PLEASE SEE TELEPHONES/14

BellSouth awards grant to I<ATE for teacher training
•Grant: The Kentucky
Academy of Technology
Education
received
a
$500,000 boost on
Thursday from BellSouth.
By Reka Ashley

To listen to Racer Head
Coach Denver johnson's
Monday press conference in Real Audio. go
to
www.thenews.org/sports
.htm

L

By Morgan Hardy

Staff Writer
BellSouth gave a $500,000
grant to The Kentucky Academy of Technology Education at
a news conference in Pogue
Library on Thursday.
The KATE, housed at Mur-
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ray State, will use the grant to
send its staff throughout Kentucky to train district teachers
on using technology in the
classroom, according to KATE
Director Brenda Nix. The new
educational initiative is being
called Power to Teach.
"The goals KATE is working
towards are to tailor the types
of training activities to the different districts," Nix said. "Different districts have different
technological weaknesses so
the plan of action is not the
same. We plan on being in a
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Ke rn
Alexander:
MSU President
accepted a grant
Thursday from
Bei!South worth

$500,000.

district each month, and on
communicating with them via
other forms of technology."
Nix said schools are already
required to make consolidation
plans to see where their
strengths and weaknesses are

so the schools can easily see
where technology training can
be beneficial.
Jay Vetter, BellSouth director of educational affairs, said
eight to 10 district proposals
will be accepted.
· Districts in Kentucky will be
chosen based on demonstrated
support and commitment of
school leaders who will provide
newly-trained teachers with
the tools and resources they
need to apply the power of
technology
within
their
schools.

University President Kern
Alexander said the grant is the
largest single grant Murray
State has ever received.
"We recognize, and we recognized early, thut ~imply investing in the machinery doesn't
get the job done," Alexander
said. "We have to train our
t.eachers. We have to educate
our teachers and we have to
upgrade the education of our
teachers."
Alexander said in the future
the academy might. have its
own facilities at Murray State.
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CAB helps children
celebrate holidays
Children can celebrate
Thanksgiving with "A
World of Thanks;· an
event sponsored by the
Campus Activities Board.
CAB will provide various craft opportunities
relating to Thanksgiving
for the children Sunday.
A story hour will be
provided by the University
Store and refreshments
will be served. The event
will take place from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge.
For more information,
contact Misty Sanders or
Jeanie Morgan in the Student Government Association office at 762-6951.
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Students discuss allocation of fees in court
•Fees: Murray State could serve
as an example for dispersement of
student fees, an issue five University of Wisconsin students are taking a stand on.
By Jennifer Sacharnoski
Editor-in-Chief
Murray State may become the example for student fee dispersement depending on the outcome of a case the
Supreme Court heard Tuesday.
The case concerns the legality of how
student activity fees may be divided
among organizations.
Three students from the University of
Wisconsin had 30 minutes to convince a
majority of the justices the fees required
of all students were unjust, according to
the First Amendment. By dispersing
money to groups the students did not

''U the Supreme
Court upholds the
lower courts rulings,
it will affect all
institutions."
~EANIF. MOI~GAN.
STUDF.I'rr ACTIVITIES COORDINATOR

support, the plaintiffs claim compelled
speech. This means they were forced to
support ideas they do not believe.
Five former UW law students, Scott
Southworth, Amy Schoepke, Keith Bannach, Rebecca Bretz and Rcbecka Vander Werf, sued the Board of Regents in
April 1996. Two lower courts agreed
with their suit, but the Supreme Court
will make the final decision.

Currently, Murray State students are
charged a $130 student activity fee each
semester, but only $5 is earmarked for
the Student Government Association.
The bulk of the $95 goes into a general
fund, with $10 going to Health Services
and $30 to athletics .
The only fund that. allows student discretion in allocating money to organizations is the Student Life lmprovement
Fund, sponsored by the SGA. The funds
for SLIP come from profits of Reaching
Every Benefit for Our Students, a concert sponsored annually by SGA. The
money is then dispersed to organizations
in need of assistance for a particular program or event.
Jeanie Morgan, student activities coordinator, said the profits from R.E.B.O.S.
are closer to those of "a car wash" than
those of activity fees, and she foresees no
potential problem regardless of the

court's ruling.
"If the Supreme Court upholds the
lower courts rulings, it will affect all
institutions," Morgan said. "If the court
rules in favor (of the students), we need
to check ,to see if we are in compliance."
SGA President Brandon Kirkham said
the only organization utilizing the SLIP
fund this year is 'Up Till Dawn,' a program to promote awareness of sexual
abuse. The organization will receive
$250.
He said no other organizations had
applied for the funds and the money
would not go to any politically-motivated
groups.
"We can use Murray State as an example for other campuses," Kirkham said.
"We have similar organizations on campus that are able to survive and thrive
without receiving money from student
activity fees."

MSSFA
presents
diversity

It's November?

Television program
addresses women's
health issues
"Women and Mental
Health," one in a four-part
series called "Women at
Risk," will be hosted by
actress and author Lynn
Redgrave and aired on
WQTV Sunday.
The series deals with
vital health issues relating
to women of all ages.
This program will feature an exclusive interview with Tipper Gore,
wife of Vice President AI
Gore and adviser to President Bill Clinton, on mental health. It will also
examine why women are
more likely to suffer from
depression than men.

•Movies: Members of the
Murray State Student Filmmaker Association will show
movies they think will
appeal to students in the
Curris Center Theater.
By Kyle Shadoan
Staff Writer

Encyclopedia
publishes MSU
faculty member
Ramesh C. Gupta, a veterinary toxicologist faculty
member of the Breathitt
Veterinary Center, was
honored for his contribution to an International
Toxicology Encyclopedia
called "General and
Applied Toxicology."
This recently published
three-volume work was
edited by two English
authors with contributions from more than I 00
outstanding toxicologists
all over the world. Gupta's
contribution related to
placenta.
Gupta has been on the
staff at the Breathitt Veterinary Center for 13
years and is engaged in
continuing research of
neurological effects of
insecticides.

Newspaper staff
seeks applicants
"The Murray State
News:· is accepting applications for reporters,
copy editors, web page
designers, photographers
and graphic artists for the
upcoming semester.
· Applications can be
picked up in I II Wilson
Hall. For more Information, contact "The News"
at 762-4468.

Briefs are compiled by
Kristin Hill, assistant news
editor.

Brent Kleier/G(/est

Because temperatures were too hot in the classroom. Andrew Siefker. assistant professor of mathematics and statistics. instructs his MAT I 50 class outside Monday.

Rules changes federal aid requirements
•Financial aid: The U.S.
Department of Education
will not allow students
convicted of drug charges
to receive federal financial
aid.
By Shannon McFarlin
Staff Writer
Students will see something
new on their federal financial
aid forms next year-a question about whether or not they
have been convicted of a drug
offense.
The answer to this question
is important because it will
affect whether or not the student may receive aid in the
future.
On Oct. 22, the U.S. Department of Education released a
final rule that will bar college
students convicted of drug
charges in state or federal
courts from receiving Pell
Grants, student loans and
other kinds of federal financial
aid.
Murray State Financial Aid
Director Charles Vinson said
his office has received the new
regulations "'and we're now in
the process of studying them."
Vinson said he has no clue
how many Murray State students will be affected by the
new rule.
"I would expect the number
will be relatively few. But we
just don't know at this point,"
he said.
The idea of prohibiting col lege students or potential stu-

"Financial aid
is a right, not
a privilege, and
the government
can giveth
and taketh
away, too."
-FRANK JUliAN,
PROFESSOR OF

POtmCAL SCIENCE

dents who have been convicted
of drug offenses from receiving
financial aid "has been floating
around for quite some time,"
Vinson said. "There was an
earlier rule out there, but there
was no means of enforcement."
Under the previous rule, students were not eligible for aid
money if financial aid officials
knew they had a drug conviction.
"But, with that rule, the way
we were supposed to find out
about it was that njudgc had to
make it part of the sentence,"
Vinson said. "Now, how many
judges would even know that
they had to do that? It was
pretty unworkable."
This is an issue that may not
be fair, but could still be constitutional,
attorney
Frank
,Julian, professor of political
science and criminal justice,
said .
"Financial aid is a right, not
a privilege, and the government can giveth und tuketh
away. too," Julian ~aid . "On the

face of it, this new rule doesn't
strike me as being unconstitutional, at least not on paper. In
practice, however, it may not
be fair. But fairness is not a
necessity with government regulations sometimes."
The constitutionality of the
new rules will surely be tested
in the courts, Julian said.
"Hopefully, the test case will
be a good one that will enable
the courts to decide the issues,"
he said. "You know, there are
good test cases and there are
bad test cases.
"All federal agencies have
the right to make laws," Julian
said. "We call them regulations, but they have the same
force and effect as 'laws. This
regulation is the final version
and it's much, much better
than the original.
"In the original version, the
financial aid officers were
required to act like policemen
and
conduct
background
checks on students. The final
version is a distinct improvement," he said.
Julian said the federal government sought such a regulation for some time.
"This was not an idea the
Education Department came
up with on its own," he said.
"This is obviously something
Congress wanted ."
According to "The Chronicle
of Higher Education," under
the new rule "the CU.S. Education) department will treat a
conviction for multiple counts
of drug possession or multiple

counts of sales as a single conviction."
"The Chronicle" states when
the ru]e takes effect July 1,
2000, "the government will
withhold aid eligibility for one
year from people with a first
conviction of a drug-possession
offense, two years for a second
conviction and indefinitely for
a third conviction.
A student convicted of selling
drugs will lose eligibility for
two years for a first conviction
and indefinitely for a second
conviction."
The new rule states "indefinite" penalties will be permanent, unless a student completes a drug-rehabilitation
program or the conviction is
reversed or set aside.
According to "The Chronicle,"
the new rule has prompted a
great deal of relief among college officials who "asked for,
and received, a clear assurance
in the new rule that they will
not be required to question
financial aid applicants about
possible drug convictions."
Instead, students must "selfcertify" any criminal records on
their federal aid forms and
department officials
will
review the information before
approving or disapproving the
aid requests.
Jane Glickman of the media
relations office in the U.S .
Department of Education in
Washington, D.C., did not
return a call lo "The Murray
State News'' for comment on
the new rule.
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Although the season end of Cinema International left a void, the
Murray State Student Filmmaker Association is eager to fill it.
Until the Cinema International
resumes next semester, American
films the MSSFA suggested will
play in the Curris Center Theater
every Friday at 7:30, from tonight
th~ugh Dec. 10.
,
"They are trying to fill the gap
for Cinema International from its
end this fall semester to the
beginning in the spring," Curris
Center Director Jim Baurer said.
"We're providing the facility."
The MSSI•'A has tried to select
films that would appeal to college
students.
"There's a wide variety of cult
classics among college students,"
Chris Schweizer, freshman from
Hopkinsville and member of
MSSFA, said. "We are attempting
to offer the students of Murray
State a chance to see some of
these as they were intended: on
the big screen."
' The first showing, "The Burbs,"
was last Friday, Nov. 5. This Friday, "Indiana Jones: Raiders of
the Lost Ark" will play. "Transformers: The Animated Movie"
will show Nov. 19.
"They had their first one last
week, but I don't know what the
attendance was," Baurer said.
The group is attempting to
illustrate diversity in this industry.

"We heard that we could show
about five movies, so we picked
five films we enjoy personally and
are good examples of diverse film
making," Brandon Smith, freshman from Louisville and member
of MSSFA, said.
After Thanksgiving break, Luc
Besson's "The Professional" will
play Dec. 3. "Akira" will play Dec.
10.
"We thought these films would
be good examples of various
aspects of diverse filmmaking,"
Schweizer said.
Members of the MSSFA said
they are excited about being able
to provide students with the
opportunity to continue seeing
fllms for free on the weekends on
campus.
.
"I'm glad we are showing
'Transformers' on the big screen
again, because you know everyone remembers them," Jake
Bilinski, freshman from Evansville and member ofMSSFA. said.
"Who wouldn't want to see robots
beat the crap out of each other?"
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Alexander participates in
.residential college program
Kern Alexander: University

.•Residential colleges: The faculty
advisers of the White College Honor
Societies were pleased with the outcome
of the discussion with University President Kern Alexander.
By H ayley Cock erton

president said the residential col·
lege system creates leaders and
involvement among the residents.

Contributing Writer

White College Honor Society organized an
informal discussion Monday with University
President Kern Alexander to discuss the origin
and reasoning behind the residential college
system.
"He was in Frankfort all day, but he didn't
want to cancel, as he felt it was very important," Sandy Flynn, faculty adviser to the
White College Honor Society, said.
Alexander said Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, adopted the idea from
Ivy League colleges. For many years this system of living has been commonplace in colleges
around the country. Murray State, however,
has only recently adopted this system.
Alexander said before the residential college
system was implemented, the dorms had no
leaders. It was merely a place to live. Under
the new system, everyone is involved and
interacting with each other.
More than 20 students from White and Hes-
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Police FJC:.Yl t
Thursday, Nov. 4, 1999

Sunday, Nov. 7, 1999

12:31 a.m. EMS was requested for a student In Hester

4 a.m. Calloway County Jail reported students Nicholas
W. Adams and Sarah L. Broughton were held incus·
tocly on charges of DUI.
6 a.m. A Murray State grounds vehicle was damaged.
7:37 a.m. A black bicycle was recovered and taken to
the Public Safety office.

College who had a seizure. The student was not trans·
ported, but was taken to the emergency room by
friends.
12:56 a.m. Someone from Hester College reported the
grass near Waldrop Drive was on fire. Facilities man·
agement extinguished the fire.
4 p.m. A bicycle was recovered and retumed to its
owner.
9:36 p.m. A book bag was found in the Curris Center
lot.
10 p.m. A student reported COs stolen. Friends took
and returned them to owner.
11 :38 p.m. A book bag was returned to its owner.
Friday, Nov. 5, 1999

ter went to hear Alexander speak. Lindsay
Newlin, sophomore from Georgetown, Ill., said
she felt the discussion was beneficial.
"It was interesting to actually talk to the·
president because I haven't met him before,"
N~wlin said.
She said she felt h er college experience will
be much more memorable and she will be more
involved under the residential college system.
Flynn and Joy Navan, faculty advisers for
the White College Honor Society, came up with
the idea to host a speaker once a month. They
said they hoped to raise involvement between
the college and its residents on issues beneficial to students.
Flynn and Navan said the members jumped
at the idea of Alexander participating in such a
discussion.
Flynn said she was very pleased with how
the discussion turned out.

Kathleen Farrell,
MS, CCRN, C.S., ARNP
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
205 South 8th St.

4:59 a.m. An officer was out at Franklin College,
attempting to locate a missing person. The missing per·
son came home at 11 :04 a.m.
7:05 p.m. A juvenile was taken from campus to his parent because he hurt his knee.
8:45 p.m. A theft report was filed at Carr Health.
Saturday, Nov. 6, 1999

12:07 a.m. There was a report of people drinking In
front of Hart College.
12:35 a.m. There was a report of people drinking
behind Woods Hall.
10:59 a.m. EMS was requested at the Expo Center for
a rider who fell.
5:07 p.m. The Hart College residence director requested a keg found in the residential college be picked up.
10:24 p.m. There was a noise complaint in the 600
block of College Courts. .
10:37 p.m. There was a noise complaint in the same
apartment in the 600 block of College Courts. The residence director said he didn't hear anything, but he
would go check on it.
11:29 p.m. Someone was parked in a restricted area at
Elizabeth College.

Monday, Nov. 8, 1999

12:06 a.m. A student reported a stolen bicycle from
Franklin College.
12:37 a.m. A student requested a welfare check on a
roommate at Blackburn Science Building.
11 :35 a.m. A student picked up the bicycle stolen earli·
er from the Public Safety office.
2:56 p.m. EMS was requested at Elizabeth College
because a student was having a seizure.
11 :24 p.m. A cow was out at the west farm.
11:32 p.m. Water balloons were thrown out Richmond
College windows.
Tuesday, Nov. 9, 1999

6:32 a.m. Calloway County Jail reported student Jason

D. Stan~on was held in custody for DUI charges.
1:01 p.m. Someone from the grounds department
recovered a bicycle and brought it to the Public Safety
office.
4:19 p.m. Juveniles skateboarding at Waterfield Library
were asked to leave.
9:37 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a vehicle leaving the
stadium lot towing three in-line skaters.
Racer Escorts - 15

Crime Prevention Tip: Lock bicycles to stationary
objects or bicycle racks with hardened-alloy locks and
chains or U-shaped locks.
Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by
Kristin Hill, assistant news editor, from materials available at Public Safety.

Snappy Tomato
For Delivery or Carry-out Call
753-1000
$322Buffet
From 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
and 5-8 p.m.

campus762-6661

office answering
•
servtce767-0004

beeper742-2836

email-
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Downtown Murray
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~ ·"· Q •Do you think the Racers
have a good chance of taking
· the OVC Championship?

Alexander needs to have
more student meetings
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Focus
should be
on campus

·· Name: Zach
Banker

Our \liett'

Major: Business
Administration
• Year: Junior

Hometown:
· Winchester

Major:
Undeclared
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Dyersburg, Tenn.
"I don't know.

,,~ - Who are. they playing?"
I

,.
,,

..
I

••
i•

l! Name: Josh Miller
••
i;jo Major: Undeclared
;: Year: Sophomore
::
:; Hometown:
Arlington

"Yeah. I just see
a strong inside
and outside
presence."

,..
I
I

Name: Clifton
Howard

I•

I•
II

,. Major': Accounting
I: Year: Freshman
: j Hometown:

,.,,::' ·

louisville

"'

"Yes, because
•· they're doing "
' ! well so far. They have been
.,
ll improving as the games.go
i ' on."

,,

..

:j

,,li.,

University officials credit MSU's
small enrollment to classes held at
off-campus sites.

Position:

The president needs to have more
of these meetings to solidify his
standing with the students.

. Name: laura
·' Hancock

I'
I

Issue:

University President Kern
Alexander had a student meeting
at White College Monday.

Position:

• "I hope so. I
love watching them play. I
',. guess it's school pride."

,.

Issue:

'

•,, Name: Sharon
Newbold

Major:
Organizational
Communications
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Versailles
"Yes, I think they have a very

good shot. I know some of the
players and they feel confident!'

University President Kern
Alexander came out of his
shell this week.
Alexander held an informal discussion Monday at
White College about the origin of the residential college
system. He told students
about the reasoning of the
residential college system
and where it came from.
The sudden emergence of
Alexander in the public
light could be a change of
pace. Could it be Alexander
might actually cater more to
the students' needs?
The appearance at White
College is a step in the right
direction.
If Alexander gets out in
the public more, the students should see him as
mor~ ·of a personable, caring
,. pre·sident. By appearil!g at
White, he showed he cares
about student issues.
More meetings like this
should become commonplace on campus. Why have
just one meeting at White?
How about meetings at the
rest of the residential colleges? Maybe Alexander can
have a listening tour for the
rest of campus or a meeting
each month for the students
to express concerns.
While this meeting generally focused on the origins of
residential colleges, the next
meetings could actually
focus on the students. Students could go to the main
lobby of their residential col-

When enrollment is growing
slowly, University officials should
focus more on getting students on
campus instead of focusing on
more off-campus sites.

Murray State's enrollment
only increased by 11 students this year. University
officials credit this to more
off-campus learning.
If the enrollment only
increased by 11 students,
then what good are off-campus sites going to be for the
University?
Off-campus
sites should attract more
students to the University
than 11, collectively.
Of course, people are talking abo~t expanding into
other towns. A satellite
campus is in Paducah,
ground was broken on one
in Hopkinsville and another
is being talked about in
) 1\.:lip"~g.p (prit~en~en. younty). So far, the satellite campuses have not given enrollment a big boost.
Last week, the tuition also
increased after a·vote by the
Board of Regents. There
may not have been a need
for an increase in tuition if
leges and meet with Alexan- ment to see if it was sucenrollment had expanded
der in a "town hall" setting. cessful and students are
more .
Even if the answers didn't interested in it. But if stuThe University should
satisfy the students, they dents want to get their conwould feel better knowing cerns across and Alexander focus more on getting stuAlexander was there and wants to be more in touch dents here than on getting
off-campus sites. If the Uniknew he was concerned with what students need,
versity did that, a major
more of these meetings need
about them.
People do not know if to be held and promoted increase in enrollment
might occur each year. OffAlexander has scheduled heavily. If no one knows
campus sites are made to
more meetings similar to about them, then students
this or if the administration may not come and express cater more to students who
are at home than on camis using this as an experi- their concerns.
pus.

Ryan Brooks/The News
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Your \/7etus
Editor's Note: The following letter was
submitted to University President
Kern Alexander and as an open letter
to "The Murray State News."

of attention and funds to Murray
State by way of support from the
printing industry and increased student enrollment.
I ask that some alternatives be considered. I will concede the adult eduSome GCT students are
cation department may need some
frustrated with Alexander
space. I am not questioning that. I am,
however, questioning why our small
To the Editor:
allotment of space'was chosen. At any
My name is Belynda Saturley. I am time during the day there are dozens
a graphic communications major and of classrooms completely empty in
also president of Gamma Epsilon Tau. both Faculty Hall and the Business
I am writing concerning the most Building. Granted, they are not
recent plan to procure two of our most always the same ones, but the classroom utilization schedule for these
important classrooms.
I admit I am not only angry, I am buildings could be better organized for
also baffled. Our department is smaJl, improved utilization of the unused
true, but we represent one of the space, freeing several classrooms for
largest industries not just in in this adult education. As an altemative,
country, but also in the world. Graph- what about Woods Hall? It has been
ic communications is not only one of renovated, is easy to access and far
the largest in numbers of facilities, from being used to its fullest extent.
but also in earnings! Despite these Could it be considered for adult ed's
facts, it seems our department is not needs?
We are not a demanding departsupported to any noticeable degree
ment
- despite the lack of support we
(i.e. no monetary funding for equiphave
received,
despite the fact we are
ment in more than 20 years, your
forced
to
use
very
outdated equipment
absence at special departmental occabecause
of
that
lack
of University supsions, the gradual reduction of buildport
(not
one
piece
of
equipment nee-'
ing space, etc.). A thriving GCT
essary
for
our
education
has been
department would bring a great deal
funded by the University) and despite

the fact we must pull extra chairs
from other rooms so all of our students
have a place to sit (and we may lose
more space?). Our classes stay current
with modern procedures and equipment, but we must learn these in theory only. Prospective students may be
discouraged from coming to MSU
when they have more modern equipment at their own high school! Despite
all that, we have excellent placement
percentages: we consistently turn out
graduates who take positions in excellent companies.
You are president ofthis University.
Your job is to support the programs,
professors. organizations and students
at MSU. With your recent salary raise
coupled with the raise in tuition, it
seems to be obvious to evel·yone the
one thing you do support is yourself. I
am not alone in this feeling. It is widely held by the student body. You
should hear the comments made while
students all over campus read "The
~Murray State News." Many wonder
why so much money is spent on mums
and landscaping and little else. (You
would have no problem eavesdropping
on some of these conversations: few, if
any, of the student. body have ever
seen you and would therefore talk
very freely in front of a stranger such

as yourself!)
ln conclusion, I ask that you reconsider your decision to take our classrooms and that you appropriate space
from departments that can afford to
lose some. The poor should not bear
the brunt of the wealthy's greed.
Belynda Saturley and co-signed by 31
others
P.S. We would be more than wi1ling to
meet with you about these concerns
and discuss them in an open, logical
manner.

"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer
and must be signed. Contributors should include addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include
hometown, classification, title
or relationship to the Uniuer~
sity. "The Murray State News"
reserves the right to edit for
style, length and content.
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New college could be heart of University
AB Murray State prepares its plan
for academic reorganization, one
aspect of it holds great promise for the
future of the University and western
Kentucky.
The proposed new College of
Humanities and Fine Arts will become
what Interim Provost Gary Brockway
has called "the cultural heart" of the
University.
This new liberal arts college will
include academic programs and
departments currently in the College
of Humanistic Studies (philosophy,
religious studies, English, history,
sociology, foreign languages and Psychology) as well as the Fine Arts programs in art, music, theatre and
dance.
While much discussion has focused
on the new College of Health and
Human Services, less attention has
been paid to the contributions that a
new Humanities and Fine Arts College can make to our academic community and region.
Murray State is already nationally
recognized for its excellent core curriculum. Now, with a m~ority of University Studies courses taught in one

tion is not only a way to get a job, but
the key to living a richer, fuller life.
In My
Again, it seems to me having more of
()fJinion
the people supporting primary and
secondary education under the same
administrative roof will produce more
KEN
efficiency, especially if we can secure
W OLF
the support of teachers in mathematics and natural sciences in this effort.
The new College can also play a role
in promoting other forms of educationcollege, there will be more opportuni- al outreach to our region involving disties for cooperation among faculty tance learning in the form of web
members from various disciplines. courses and offeripgs on interactive
This will make it possible to strength- television.
Much attention has been paid to the
en and improve the required courses,
particularly those in world civiliza- new technologies associated with
teaching in both the colleges of
tions and cultures and humanities.
In addition, faculty members in the Humanistic Studies and Fine Arts.
new college can work with our col- Because of this, faculty members in
leagues in Education to improve the new College will be positioned to
teacher training in Kentucky, current- take advantage of opportunities (while
ly an important issue. Our faculty can avoiding some pitfalls) of distance
use programs such as the one spon- learning.
When measuring outreach efforts, it
sored by Murray State and The
National Faculty to help our K-12 col- is important to recall the long history
leagues enrich the content of their fine arts faculty at Murray State have
of presenting excellent concerts,
classroom presentations.
These efforts may help convince the shows, exhibitions, plays and other
young people of Kentucky that educa- public presentations to thousands in

the Jackson Purchase.
Add to that the writing workshops
and reading series, foreign language
festivals, history competitions and
numerous excellent foreign study programs available through Humanistic
Studies departments and we have
already in place a powerful program of
outreach to the public.
In sum, a new College of Humanities and Fine Arts can help us reaffirm
the centrality of liberal arts for the
area's only four-year public university.
Our mission statement asserts that
"the highest priority of the University
is given to academic programs of distinctive quality in the core liberal arts
and sciences and to those programs
that meet regional needs by preparing
graduates in the essential professions
of education, business, health services
and applied technologies."
This statement makes it clear liberal arts are the foundation of our professional programs. Our commitment
to keep high quality majors and service courses in the fine arts, humanities and social sciences at the historic
core of Murray State's curriculum will
be strengthened by combining the

human and financial resources of two
smaller colleges into a larger one.
Furthermore, if the new College of
Humanities and Fine Arts is given the
financial resources, or "blood supply,"
that a cultural heart needs to function
properly, there will be increased
opportunities to demonstrate that an
education in the core University disciplines can improve life throughout our
service region.
When I came to Murray State three
decades ago, I was told the best students here were as "good as those
found anywhere in the country" and
that those students "could get an
excellent education here." Has that
changed?
If the answer to that questions is no,
then regardless of the number or types
of academic colleges we have at Murray State University, the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts must
indeed be the true heart of the University. And we must all work together to see that this heart never fails.
Ken Wolf is the Interim Dean of the
College of Humanistic Studies.

Is 'chalking' an offense?
Let me describe a hypothetical situation. First, you have a boy ... we'll
call him Aaron. Let's say Aaron's
birthday was Wednesday, Nov. lOth.
Well, Aaron has two close friends on
campus ... we'll call them Jeff and
Loree. (No wait, how about Lori?
Yeah, that's better.)
Well, in the great tradition of Murray State birthday celebrations, Jeff
and Loree, I mean, uh ... Lori, decided to write subtle birthday messages
to their friend Aaron on every piece
of available sidewalk on campus. Of
course, they used sidewalk chalk to
carry out their devious little plan
and, in their opinion, it was a great
success.
Well, imagine Jeff and Lori's surprise at about 11 a.m. when they are
taking their daily walk to class and
instead of seeing their great works of
art on the sidewalk, they see small
puddles of water, possibly the
debauchery of a giant hose. Jeff and
Lori said they have seen many sidewalk chalk greetings that have lasted for days, even weeks, until it
rained again. Why was their chalk
washed away like defenseless little
sheUs under a tidal wave?
If you ask me, it makes perfect
sense. After all, sidewalk chalk is a
pretty dangerous substance. If it fell
into the wrong hands, or if someone
stepped on it on the way to class, it
could be a pretty serious ordeal.
What kind of world is this? Children can go into Wal-Mart and purchase "sidewalk chalk" without
being carded for proof of age. If college students can't use sidewalk
chalk, how can children be expected
to handle the responsibility that is
automatically assumed when a
bucket of sidewalk chalk falls into
their.. incapable hands? And longterm side effects~ There are so

In My
()p inion
LOREE
STARK

many. For example, if it doesn't rain,
doesn't snow or someone doesn't salivate on it, it may take at least four
days for sidewalk chalk to wear
away. There is an answer to all this.
A new system should be put into
place to make sure chalk doesn't fall
into the wrong hands.
And another thing. Apparently,
"chalking" is considered vandalism
on campus, although I must have
failed to read the policy pertaining to
this particular crime. I'm positive it
is in place, though. It could really
affect how potential students view
the campus and its landscaping
when they visit. For example, not
many of my friends came to Murray,
and I distinctly remember about
nine of them citing this very reason.
Time and time again, I kept hearing,
"Gee, Loree, I'd love to go to Murray
... but there's one thing that's holding me back. There's just so much
chalk."
If it weren't for the mindless criminals "chalking the campus," the student population would probably
increase to oh, say, 500 billion. And
think about how many soles would
be saved from the infiltration of pas-·
tel powder. Really, this insanity has
to stop.
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Loree Stark is a staff writer for "The
Murray State News."

Students could be getting fast-food price ripoffs
Some things about this town are
more obvious than others.
We all know college life is expensive. It's quite obvious that books and
classes are going to cost an arm and
a leg. But what I wanted to find out
is whether or not some of the sublime
aspects of day-to-day life were more
costly here in Murray. For instance,
it's well-known that gas prices here
are almost always at least six cents
per gallon higher than any other station within 40 miles . Then again, we
all want to drive away from Murray
constantly and that's demand
enough.
But what I really wanted to know
were the less detectable things, such
as food prices. I have eaten at most
restaurants in Murray during my
four years as a student and some
places struck me as being exorbitantly priced. Last weekend, I decided to
conduct a survey. I decided to take
five franchise restaurants at random,
two I assumed to be higher-priced
<KFC and Taco Bell), two I was

almost the same here as in Hopkinsville (in fact, the Arby's here
would be a little cheaper than HopOjJi nion
kinsville after one figures in its student discount). However, the evidence collected would suggest the
j OSEPH
local KFC and Taco Bell are ripping
P ENCE
people off.
For instance, at the local Taco Bell,
the price of a Burrito Supreme meal
(number 1 on the menu) is $3.92
unsure about (Arby's and Hardee's) while the Hopkinsville price is $3.39,
and one I was pretty sure wasn't a difference of 53 cents or 15 percent.
(Wendy's). I thought it would be best A Nachos Bell Grande meal (number
to compare our local prices to the 5 on the menu) is $4.72 while the
prices in Hopkinsville. I took the Hopkinsville price is $4.09, a differprices of 20 different menu items ence of 63 cents or 15 percent.
from each restaurant and analyzed
A Mexican Pizza and two Tacos
meal (number 3 on the menu) is
them.
The results I found were basically $5.71 and the Hopkinsville price is
the same as I expected. You are being $4.89, which is a difference of 82
charged more, but it depends on cents or nearly 17 percent. In all the
where you eat. All of the Wendy's menu items I checked, the total difprices are the same here as in Hop- ference of the Murray prices was
kinsville (and no, I didn't count items $1.84 over the Hopkinsville prices. A
from the Super Value menu either). few prices at the local store were
The Arby's and Hardee's prices are lower than Hopkinsville, however.

In My

For instance, a Big Beef Burrito is
$1.29 (30 cents cheaper than Hopkinsville) while a Gordita is 99 cents
(20 cents cheaper than Hopkinsville).
Our KFC prices are just as bad, but
seem worse, because KFC prices are
fairly high to begin with. For example, a three-piece Colonel's Crispy
Strips meal is $4.69 (compared to
$3.99), a difference of 70 cents (17
percent). Similarly, a 12-piece
Colonel's Crispy Strips meal is
$16.49, more than $1.50 or 10 percent higher. And you're better off
leaving your side choice in a regular
size (99 cents, same as Hopkinsville)
rather than going with a large size
<$2.39, 40 cents or 20 percent higher).
Larger does not mean better for any
KFC order; 16 pieces with side orders
($27.79, $3.30 or 13 percent) is relatively more expensive than eight
pieces without side orders ($9.65, 16
cents or nearly 2 percent higher). The
KFC manager I talked with mentioned they offer a student discount
(a small drink with any purchase),

but I think this discount is dubious
considering the fact the total difference of the items I checked was $9.85
more expensive (average 40 cents
higher) here than in Hopkinsville.
In summary, higher prices are not
overwhelming here in Murray, but
they are evident. It is also obvious
that much more research needs to be
done to find out about this problem. I
think it's a travesty that some local
store owners feel they can raise their
prices beyond justification of supply
and demand just because they think
students don't know any better.
Maybe once this atticle is publish~d.
these merchants will begin to realize
they need to treat their market better or they stand chance of losing it.
Or maybe their consciences will finally remind them that all the money
they leech from students is only
crushing the hopes and dreams of
regular people like you and me.
Joseph Pence is a senior electronic
journalism major from Owensboro.
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Former University first lady
Lois Sparks dies at 88
She was active in her community,
wrote short stories and poems and
updated her father's history of the
David Stile family. She was a member
of First United Methodist Church of
Murray and Murray Magazine Club
and was a Daughter of the American
Lois Sparks, widow of former Univer· Revolution.
In 1998, her health began to fail. Her
sity President Harry Sparks, died Sun·
death
came just three weeks after the
day morning at Lourdes Hospital in
birth
of
her first great-grandchild.
Paducah.
She
is
survived by her two sons,
Sparks was born Lois Ogden Stiles on
Phillip
Stiles
Sparks and his wife
July 1, 1911, in Maceo, a small town
Katharine
of
White
Bluff, Tenn., Harry
east of Owensboro. She graduated from
M.
Sparks
Jr.
and
his
wife Carol of Ft.
high school when she was 16 and
Thomas,
and
by
her
sister,
Louise Hiatt
earned a bachelor's degree from Kenof
Sarato,
Fla.
She
had
four
grandchiltucky Wesleyan College four years
dren
and
one
great-grandchild.
later. At her college graduation she
She was preceded in death by her
accepted a teaching position in one of
husband;
her daughter, Susan Sparks
eastern Kentucky's coal-mining camps,
Nutter;
and
her parents, Lewis Stiles
where she taught grades eight through
and
Pearl
Long
Stiles.
12 in one room.
The
Rev.
Larry
Daniel will conduct
Sparks married her husband, for
the
services
at
First
United Methodist
whom Sparks Hall is named, July 5,
Church
today
at
1
p.m.
Sparks will be
1934. They bad three children; Harry
buried
at
Murray
City
Cemetery.
ek, Phillip and Susan.
Expressions
of
sympathy
should
be sent
• As Murray State's first lady, she
to
the
Dr.
Harry
M.
Sparks
Honorary
restored Oakhurst.
· Sparks was a retired school teacher Scholarship Fund, Murray State Founfrom Murray High, Lynn Grove and dation, P.O. Box 9, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071.
University School.
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Focused

•Sp arks: Lois Sparks restored
Oakhurst, the president's home,
while her husband, Harry Sparks,
was the University's president.
Staff Rep ort

Ryan Brooks/The News

Kyung-Soo Ko, sophomore from Korea, pauses for a mome nt near t he e nt rance of Pogue Library t o
snap a picture for an assignment in her photography class.

·Civil rights officials keep RSEC, accessible living center. waiting
have met in the meantime.
Gallimore said RSEC officials told
In the Aug. 27 edition of "The Mur·
"The problem is
ray State News," Center Director
her they had ordered a TDD, telecomcoming up with the
munication device for the deaf, early
Jeanne Gallimore said the first part of
the complaint involved the RSEC
money. In the mean- in the spring. While it was something
the building could use, Gallimore said
building itself and the guidelines it
time, Murray State
it was just a small piece of a much
had to meet as a new building.
is using a complex
larger problem.
She said RSEC did not provide inte"I know they haven't done anything
grated seating for the disabled, as
that is in nonwith the integrated seating because
required by the law. Federal law
descriminating
Murray State is waiting for the office
states "whatever is offered to non-dis·
of
Civil Rights to release their findings
abled persons must be offered to disagainst disabled
before they take any measures," she
abled persons."
people."
The second part of the complaint
said. "The state estimated the cost to
-JEANNE GALLIMORE,
correct the building would be around
stated Murray State, in general, failed
CENTER DIRECTOR
$300,000 so rm sure they don't want
to accommodate disabled students on
to do it incorrectly."
campus.
Gallimore said the investigating
Gallimore said the state provided
In a phone interview Wednesday,
Gallimore said few changes have been officer, Diane Reddick, has been out of.._.. much of RSEC's funding and will likethe office when she has attempted to ly take much of the responsibility for
made in the building.
the repairs.
"I haven't heard from the Office of phone her.
"At this point we're still waiting,"
"The problem is coming up with the
Civil Rights since early October," she
money," she said. "In the meantime,
said. "When I did speak with them, she said.
Officials from RSEC and the Center Murray State is using a complex that
they were still reviewing the facts."

•ADA: Because much of RSEC's with Disabilities Act.

initial funding came from the
state, it will likely take some
.responsibility for the repairs.

By Rek a Ashley
Staff Writer
It appears the jury is still out concerning the Regional Special Events
Center's inaccessibility to disabled citizens.
In late August, officials from the
department of Civil Rights of the Ken·
tucky Department of Education were
on campus to investigate the situa·
tion.
The investigation came about after
the Murray-based Cepter for Accessi,
ble Living filed a complaint in June.
The complaint focused on two main
areas where· Murray State failed to
comply with the federal Americans
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NEED CA$H???
GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!

is in non-compliance and is discrimi·
nating against disabled people."
Gallimore said she believes the reason RSEC is inaccessible resulted
from RSEC's architects not under·
standing or adhering to the guidelines
under the law.
"There have been cases like this
across the country," she said. "There
are laws in place and the state is going
to have to make examples of some of
these situations and show the consequences."
Gallimore said it takes Americans
with disabilities to stand up for their
rights.
"We are more than happy to edu·
cate the public and those building new
co~ajbeu.t.~g them accessible, " Gallimore said.
Shelly Todd, RSEC facility manager, said they have purchased the TDD
but declined further comment on the
matter of RSEC's accessibility.
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Restructuring plan causes mixed reactions among faculty·
•Restructurin g: A low response
rate to the Faculty Senate's survey leads the Senate to believe
faculty are satisfied with the
plan, although some are not.

By Sh annon McFarlin
Staff Writer
Two major areas of faculty opposition to the academic restructuring
exist.
They are the merging of the department of journalism and mass communications with the College of Education, and the relocation of the depart·
ment of health, physical education
and recreation.
Other departments voiced general
satisfaction with the plan, with some
points of disagreement over specific
aspects.
Janice Morgan, chair of the Faculty
Senate academic policies committee,
which conducted the survey, provided
the following itemization of the number of responses: Fine Arts and Com·
munication, 20; Industry and Technology, 12; Education, nine; Business and
Public Affairs, eight; Humanistic
Studies, eight; and Science, six.
UWhat that seems to mean is that a
low response rate means faculty there
basically are satisfied with the plan,"
Morgan said. "A high response rate
would indicate a strong dissent."
Morgan said the survey results have

been forwarded to Provost Gary
Brockway, who will present the information to the Board of Regents in
December.

programs and the programs of Busi·
ness, Industry and Government arc
important to them."
Scafella said, "The rationale for our
second request emerges from a deeply
held conviction that we should build
on our strengths, on our current successes (which are many) and not turn
in a new direction which would diminish our efforts in journalism and mass
communications."
According to the results, education
faculty voiced similar concerns thal
"there was no clear 'fit' between their
discipline and journalism. Several
expressed a need of the COE to remain
true to its mission to train teachers; to
add anything else would dilute the
mission and resources of the COE."

JMC department
Faculty for both the journalism and
mass communications department
and the College of Education voiced
strong opposition to inclusion of the
department with in the College.
According to the results of the survey, among JMC faculty, "of the 20
responses received, none supported
the move; all the respondents indicated that there is no precedent for this
at other schools and no sound rationale."
Results indicate JMC Chair Jeanne
Scafella requested her department be
named a School of Journalism and
Mass Media, and "the School be
attached to the newly configured College of Business, Industry and Government (BIG) until they can secure
an endowment allowing them to
become a completely separate unit."
"For decades, Murray State has
prided itself on serving student
needs," Morgan said. "A look at the
JMC enrollment, which accounts for
five percent of the total student population, indicates that about 50 percent
of our majors have chosen a minor in
one of the programs housed in the proposed College of Business, Industry
and Government ... Our students tell
us that strong ties between the JMC

HPER department
The department of health, physical
education and recreation is experienc·
ing strong internal debate involving
its future home.
According to the survey, the department would be split up with physical
education remaining within the College of Education while exercise science and therapeutic recreation would
be joined to the new College of Health
Sciences and Human Services.
Secondly, the survey said, opposing
currents of opinion prevail within the
department.
"One believes that the split is a good
one that will result in a much-needed
refocusing of talent, goals and

resources; the other maintains that it
is necessary to keep the current HPER
department together and relocate it
within Health Sciences," according to
the results.
Opponents of splitting the department argue the proposed configuration would require considerable reorganization of course assignments,
resources and facilities.

felt that these departments are more
closely aligned with social sciences
than with health science and human
services."

Recommendations

Morgan said most of the comments
the faculty offered on the process of
restructuring itself were con and did ·
not make specific recommendations.
The raw data is available at the SenIndustry and Technology
ate office, she said.
Faculty in the College of Industry · After reviewing the survey results,
and Technology are concerned the Morgan's committee issued several
restructuring will result in a "loss of specific suggestions: "Create a graduemphasis and focus on technology."
ate college to give direction to those
"They feel that they have worked
programs; halt the proposed merger of
hard to reach their current level of
achievement and that it is being communications with the College of
thrown away," according to the Education: consider joining psycholoresults. "If the move must occur, then gy to education; Move the College of
.i t is felt that the BIG college is proba- Continuing Education to the existing
bly the correct choice, but that the 1&1 College of Education; change dean's
and CSIS should align programmati- position to that of director; produce
cally to maintain a focus on technolo- hard figures on the cost/savings of
reorganization; create a College of
gy."
Behavioral Sciences or group them
Business and Public Affairs together in the same college; don't put
General approval of the restructuring plan was made by the business criminal justice in Lhe College of
core of the College of Business and Health Sciences; put the College Of
Public Affairs, but there are a "variety Health Sciences/Human Services in a •
of concerns and criticisms about the single location; consider collapsing the
proposl•d plan from the non-business collegiate structure into three coldepartments," according to the leges: BIG, College of Arts, Humanities and Sciences; and Health Instiresults.
"Criminal justice and political sci- tute, as umbrellas for departments:,
ence arc strongly opposed to being schools and institutes; or keep the cur-~
split up," according to the survey. "It is rent organization."
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Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to congragulate their newly
elected office.rs. GOod Luck Girls!
President • ~Ashley Graves
Vice President ofAlumnae and Heritage • Sally Teague
Vice President of Program and Ritual • Ginny Jones
Vice President of Publtc Relations and Recruitment • Martha Fraier
Vice President of New Member EducaUon • Jill Speicher
Secretary • Casey Bunting
Treasurer • Morgan Simpson
.PatlbeUemc·pelegate • Kim Morris
Panb~lfenk Se~ary • Christina Napper
r
. ·:-:., _:· .
·:
;: .
,Parliamentarian • Holly
Rudd
.
}
.
PUblic Relation$ Chairm,an • Carrj.e Steinbeck
Scholarship Cljairman • Lauren lindsey
Social Chairman • Jamie Bell
New Member Education Chairman • Holly Hancock
Assistant Treasurer • Christy Belter
Intramural Chairman • Jamie Lee
Philanthropic Chairman • Tiffany Freeman
InterPersonal Relations Chairman • Laura Blake
Housing Chairman • Kim Cameo
Editor/Historian • Jamie Barnwell
Ritual chairman • ·Brea Bennet
Assistant Interpersonal Relations Chairman • Megan Ferguson
Assistant Philanthropic Chairman • Leann Gray
Songleader • Kristy Wilkinson
Centennial Chairman • Leah Sims
.~

~

'

'
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Students sponsor
Great Smoke-Out
The American Humanics
Program and Murray State
Student Health will sponsor the Great American
Smoke-Out on Thursday.
The purpose of the
Smoke-Out is to prevent
nonsmokers from smoking
and to help smokers quit.
Students can sign up to
adopt a smoker in the
Rocking Chair Lounge in
the Curris Center Tuesday
through Thursday from
I I :30 a.m. to I p.m. The
Smoke-Out carnival will be
held in the Rocking Chair
Lounge Thursday from I 0
a.m. to 2 p.m.

•
l

Meetings to study
abroad begin Monday
Fall 2000 semester study
abroad information meetings will be Monday, Tuesday and Thursday. All
meetings will be at 4 p.m.
in the Woods Hall lobby.
Monday's meeting will
discuss semesters in England and Japan. Tuesday's
meeting includes semesters
in Costa Rica, Finland,
France and Korea Thursday's meeting will discuss a
semester in Regensburg,
Germany. For more information phone 762-4152.

Laura Deaton/The News
Left: Loree Stark, reporter for ..The Murray State
News," models a v-neck shirt and embroidery jeans
from Maurice's. Above: Aaron Dixon, freshman from
Owensboro, is wearing the "LaVida Loca" style which
consists of a dragon-print shirt and black pants.

Foreign prints lead ·fall fashion trends

MSU takes first
place in debate
The Speech and Debate
Team competed in the Barbecue Capital of the
World Invitational at
Owensboro Community
College Oct. 23. The stu·
dents individually partlci: paced and won in the fol• lowing events: Impromptu,
Impromptu Counseling,
After Dinner Speaking,
Dramatic Interpretation,
Programmed Oral Interpretation, Poetry,
· Penthalon, DUO Interpretation and the LincolnDouglas Debate. MSU finished second place in
sweepstakes. Winners
included Maria Locklear,
Heidi Krug, David Smith,
Michele Phillis and Stacey
Lawler.
The team's next tournament will be today through
Sunday in Jefferson City,
Tenn: ·

By Loree Stark
Staff Writer
This time last year, people were trading in their cargo-pocketed khaki
shorts for the retro look of dark denim
jeans. But what's going to be "hot" this
season as the weather drops to cooler
temperatures?
Jane Harrison, manager at Maurice's
in Murray, said the most popular trend
right now is inspired by another nation·
ality.
"Right now, probably one of the
biggest trends is ethnic prints," Harrison said. "They are inspired by India."
For guys this season, Harrison said

bright colors are big. Also, fleece might
be the m,aterial of choice to keep the
guys wann as the wea ther gets cooler
Apparently, in the way of denim this
season, :;tudents can't really go wrong.
"There's a wide mix of denim this
season," Harrison said. "We arc selling
both light and dark."
For those who want to dress up their
denim a little bit, there is an option.
"Embroidered denim is really big,"
Harrison said.
And what about accessories? Everyone needs a little added something to
set off the look they want to achieve.
Beth Tabers, manager of Michelson
Jewelers in Murray, said white-gold

..
}
"

•

Body art rema1ns popular
By Krista Matheny
Contributing Writer

Murray State students
recently competed in the
'International Radio & Television Society competition.
The competition is open
to student members of
IRTS-AERho. Media professionals judged productions
on the basis of creativity,
originality and overall quality. Students received
awards in: Best Public
Affairs Program, "Profile:
MSU"; Best News Segment, Chris Bacon,
"Return to Hester"; and
Best Music Video, John
Br.oeckling, "Racer Football
Highlights."

College Ufe Briefs are compiled by Lori Burling. assistant college life editor.

t

"We've got a new thing in called a
champagne necklace/' Tabers said. The
champagne necklace is a rope chain
with a different twist: instead of the
normal clasp in the back, it has a
round, decorative clasp that closes in
the front.
"Invisible necklaces should also be
big this season," Tabers said.
So, almost anything goes this fall.
Bright colors, fleece, ethnic prints and
invisible necklaces lead the way in
trend-setting. Throw on some embroidered jeans, an ethnic-print shirt and a
fleece jacket and it will be almost
impossible to go wrong.

1

Radio-TV students
win several awards
•

and platinum are setting the trend in
jewelry this season.
"Platinum is really hot right now,"
Tabers said.
Those who are looking at engagement
rings or who might just want to own a
diamond may also want to take into
consideration that some styles are more
in demand now than others.
··A lot of people have been asking
about the princess-cut (square) diamonds," Tabers said.
For those who aren't quite ready to
spring for a diamond, stores have many
new necklaces that might be a good
choice for anyone who likes to lead the
way in trend-setting.

Laura Deaton/ The News

Angel Poe, sophomore from Dawson Springs, has a tattoo of a
fairy on her lower back. This fashion statement is more permanent than plercings or the latest styles in clothing.

1

Some students are letting
spare change and boredom
guide them to the nearest tattoo parlor.
For some, getting a body
piercing or a tattoo is like a
rite of passage into adulthood
as they wear them with pride.
Parents abhor piercings and
tattoos and kids love them.
Most first-time tattoos are
usually the small butterflies
and barb wire that hurt little
and let wearers know if they
want another one. However,
some people jump right into
the large, detailed tattoos.
One of these enthusiasts is
Lorilee George, freshman from
Louisville. She tattooed a fairy
goddess dancing on a mushroom with other fairies on her
entire back. This work of art
took 11 hours over six weeks.
"Tattoos are a good form of
self expression," George said.
""I don't regret getting my tattoo, but since 1 became a
Christian, I don't think I'll be
getting any more. I fe el I
should be content with how
God made me and I shouldn't
change myself by decorating
my body."
Other people choose to start
accessorizing their body on
less painful and less permanent terms, such as a piercing.
"I ha ve my bellybutton
pierced," Mariah Ven a rd,
freshman from Watson Land-

ing .said. "The only problems
I've had with it is when I
would accidentally snag it on
something. I don't want to get
a tattoo because it takes a lot
of money to get those damn
things off."
Su.san McMauf, a piercer at
Self Expressions tattoo parlor
in Paducah, said the most popular piercings tend to be the
navel and tongue.
"Taking care of the tongue
piercing afterward tends to be
the most difficult because for
the first two weeks, you have
to rinse your mouth out with
mouthwash pretty much every
time you put something in
your mouth,'' McMauf said.
"The navel piercing is easier to
take care of, applying antibac-

terial soap twice a day for the
first six months."
'
According to the Self
Expressions handout given to
all newly-pierced people,
bleeding, discharges, redness
and swelling are all symptoms
of a possible infection. Some
discharges commonly known
as crusties, a slight yellow
crust found on the jewelry, are
common, and should be
cleaned off as soon as possible
in order to prevent infection.
Otherwise, most people are
content with their tattoos and
piercings. If not, laser surgery
is always available, or taking
the piercing out and letting it
heal. It is possible tha t scaring
will occur, however.

laura Deaton/The News

Krlsty Welsh, junior from Vine Grove, has her right ear pierced
eight times and an eyebrow ring.
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Classic group still making memories
Music l(eoieu 1

Top 5 COs of the Week
1, "light It Up" - Soundtrack
2. Rage Against the Machine
- seattle of Los Angeles"
3. Fiona Apple - "When The
Pawn ..."
4. The Artist - "Rave un2 The
Joy Fantastic"
5. E40 - "Charlie Hustle"

Kyle Shadoan

Crosb y, St ills, Nash
a nd Young"Looking Forward"
The legendary group Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young, often
referred to as the "spokesgroup
of a generation," is speaking
once again on the new album
..Looking Forward."
Although ..Looking Forward"
is only the ftfth album the
group has released, Crosby,
Stills, Nash and Young have
been some of the most influential collaborators to come out of
the classic rock era.
Aside from every member
having numerous side projects
and other bands since the early
1960s, the pieces fmally came
together and the group
released its first album, "Deja
Vu," in 1970. This was followed
by "4 Way Street," a double live
album originally released in
1971 and expanded and rereleased in 1992.
In 1974, "So Far" came out as
a compilation album of the
band's greatest hits. Then,
because of . personal problems
among the members, the group
didn't work together again
until 14 years later, when

I

Sunday, Nov. 14
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
• Parade - Murray State University Rodeo Parade, 8 a.m.

Rt>prise Records

T his is t he fifth album for Crosby, St ills, Nash a nd Young.
Although it is an older band, its music changed with t h e t imes.

"American
Dream"
was
released in 1988.
"Looking Forward" is the
foursome's first venture back
into the studio after more than
a decade-long hiatus. A major
concert tour will follow in 2000,
which will be the first since
1974.
Once again, it carries messages that pertain to its generation in such songs as "Stand
and Be Counted," ".L ooking
Forward," "Dream For Him,"
''Slowpoke," "Seen Enough"
and "No Tears Left." In these
songs, the members reflect on
their lives and the world their

children arc living in.
These songs have topics the
Baby Boomer generation can
relate to and feel very strongly
about. CSN&Y has been able to
capture this beautifully and
emotionally in both past and
present.
lt has always had a unique
blend of rock, folk and country
\V:ith each member contributing
just as much as the other. This
collaborative process is unusu·
al because the members have
spent more time apart than
together
throughout
the
group's history.
Yet the sound is still very

Monday, Nov. 15 ·

Source: Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boulevard Music

• Bible study - Chi Alpha Bible study, Hart College Coffeehouse,
9p.m.
• Books - Bargain Book Sale, Curris Center, Rocking Chair
Lounge.
• Entertainment - The Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt Display,
Curris Center Ballroom.

complete and together, with a
good mixture of folk-like
acoustic songs and h arder e lectric guitar rock songs, combined with the flowing harmony CSN&Y is known for.
"Looking Forward" may not
contain songs that compare to
the early '70s records, but it is
still very respectable work.
Considering the age of the
group's members, it's amazing
they are stiU able to create
such unique and refined music.
Although Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young may have been a
spokesgroup for our parents'
generation, it has engraved
memories into the childhood of
many of us and "Looking Forward" is another soon-to-be
memory.

C rosby, Stills, Nash
a nd Young"Looking Forward" B

~

J

Saturday, Nov. 13
• Sports - MSU Football at Tennessee State, 1:30 p.m.

Faith Hill - "Breathe"

-

c

• Health - Health Services will be closed for the day.

Top Country CD

I
Ia

••
c

Friday, Nov. 12

Tuesday, Nov. 16
• Bible study - Bible study, Chi Alpha house, 6:15 p.m.
• Bible study - New Life Campus Center, 7 p.m.
• Books - Bargain Book Sale, Curris Center, Rocking Chair
Lounge.
• Smoke-Out - Adopt-A-Smoker, Curris Center, 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m.
• Entertainment - University Chorale and Choral Union, Lovett
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
• American Humanlcs program- "Sober Up To Life" children's skit,
Main Street Youth Center. 4:30p.m. Free pizza will be provided. For
more information, phone Roger Weis at 762-3808.
VVednesda~No~17

• Residential colleges - Springer-Franklin dinner, Winslow Dining
Hall, 6 p.m.
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
• Bible study - Chi Alpha, Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
• Books - Bargain Book Sale, Rocking Chair l ounge, Curris Center.
• Health - Ask-A-Nurse, Rocking Chair Lounge, Curris Center,
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
• Smoke-Out - Adopt-A-Smoker, Curris Center, 11:30 a.m. to 1
p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 18
• Smoke-Out - Great American Smoke-Out, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
• Greeks - Panhellenic meeting, 5 p.m.
• Bible study - New Life Campus Center, 7 p.m.
• Amer ican Humanlcs program - Sexual Abuse Information Day,
Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more
information contact' Roger Weis at 762-3808.

note:normal eye size
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To post information in the calendar, phone 762-4480 or fax the information to 762-31 75.

Holiday Open House
Join us this Sunday afternoon.
See our wonderful, exciting

l
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United States Marine Corps Reserve

TOYS FOR TOTS '99

HOLIDAY COLLECTIONS

J

Refreshments & Door Prizes

Pier 1iiPDI'IS

U niversity Plaza • 1205 B C h estnut S treet

Advertise while you can!
Only 2 more issues of The Murray State News will be published this semester!
~==============~ ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~;=~~~~~~·
..,

Aqopttons of Kentucky, Inc .
Where Families Corn.e Together

•
•

Are you pregnant?
Unable to pllrt!nt at this time?

WECANHELPI
•
•
•

C~ling

provided
Pregnancy expens"s paid
You choose loving pllrents
C.U Toll Free
Day (800) 542·5245
Evening (800) 820.4091

t 2·Month customtzed

color calendar

Bring us 12 of your favorite
family photos, and we'll print in
our store a large 1_12.._ ~
calendar just for~GREAT~~
youl
2QIFT IDEAIII

CoRv.PlUs

1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY 42071

WQTV46 and Electric 96.9 WDDJ along with participating area
retail stores are assisting the United States Marine Corps Reserve this
holiday season in their 52nd annual Toys for Tots campaign. Please
drop a new toy or game in the Toys for Tots barrels
located just past the checkout counter at.••

Big Lots

Fred's Super Dollar

Wal-Mart

.•.in Murray the next time you're out holiday shopping.

(270) 753-7117

The United S tates Marine Corps Reserve Toys for Tots 1999
campaign... " bringing the joy of the holidays to needy children ..."
Please help m a ke this holiday season a happy one for all.

www.q46.com

CollegeLife
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·· 'Grease' slides into theater
"I'm doing it pretty traditionally," he said. "It is set in
the 1950s when I entered
Danny, Sandy, Rizzo, high school, so I have a deep
Frenchy and the rest of affinity for the period."
Rydell High will make
The movie's popularity has
appearances on campus next presented a few minor probweek.
lems, Schempp said. The
No, the movie "Grease" cast members have precon. will not be the featured ceived ideas of how the play
selection for Cinema toter- should be done. However,
national. The Murray State Schempp said the popularity
University Theater will per- of"Grease" can be beneficial.
form the musical "Grease" at
"People know what they
the Robert E. Johnson The- are coming to see," he said.
ater.
"I hope the audience will fill
Though many people are the house and enjoy the
familiar with the movie and show."
its songs, the director of the
Though confident many
musical, James Schempp, will
attend
"Grease,"'
warns the public that the Schempp said box office revmusical is different.
enue was not the sole moti"Most of the songs in the vation for doing the show.
play are either in the back"It's about the audience
ground of the movie, on the having a good time, the
jukebox or just didn't make actors having a good time
it at all," Schempp said.
and the musicians having a
Despite the basic differ- good time," he said.
ences between the play and
The popularity of the show
Hollywood's well-known ver- has not gone unnoticed by
sion, Schempp said he is tak- the cast, either. Brance Coring few liberties in the direc- nelius, a senior from Lexingtion of the performance.
ton, plays Danny Zuko, the

By R u ss Oa t es

Staff Writer

character John Travolta
made famous in the movie.
"I'm no John Travolta,"
Cornelius said. "At first it
made me nervous, but I am
my own Danny. That's all I
can be."
Anne Gardner, a senior
from Jeffersonville, Ind.,
who will play the part of
Rizzo, emphasized the
importance of individualizing a character.
"You have to be able to
separate yourself from what
you've seen before," she
said. "You can't compare it."
Despite the difficulties of
perfonning such a popular
show, many cast members
relish the opportunity.
"I'm a big fan of musical
theater and right now,
that's what I want to go
into," Cornelius said. "I
knew 'Grease' was a fun
show with a lot of stereotypical characters that are fun
to do."
Though many know how it
ends, t he cast said the show
will be worth seeing.

rapin Station
920 South 12th St.
Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8926

Women speak on change
By Tara Shelby

College Life Editor
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L.lura De,1ton/The

New~

David Rudlbaugh, sophomore from
Evansville, Ind., and Eric Eva ns, freshman from Carlyle, 111., re hearse for t he
upcoming production of " Grease."

Because of the high cost of perfonning"Grease," a ticket policy change has
been made.
fu order to accommodate students, a
s
preview perfonnance for Murray tate
students will be at 7 p.m., Tuesday,
Nov. 16.
Regular performances will be at 7
p.m. Nov. 17-20 and at 2:30 p.m. Nov.
21. These shows will have limited free
seating available to students. After
these seats are full, students will have
to pay $5 per ticket. These tickets will
go on sale 10 minutes before the beginning of the show.

Women from around the
world will give a panel discussion titled "Global Perspectives
on Women in the Workplace"
Monday from 8 to 9:30p.m. in
the Business Building, room
404.
The presentation will give
students, faculty and staff the
chance to learn about women's
roles in seven countries.
"Around the world, women
work more hours for less pay,"
Diana Kinyatti, graduate student from Kenya, said.
The student speakers arc
Isis Chaverri from Panama,
Maria Andreou from Cyprus,
Maha El-ghol from Jordan, Fei
Xie from China, Mutinta
Chongo from Zambia, Petra
Lammers from Germany and
Catherine Balantine from the
United States.
Topics will range from government's support of working
women to sexual harassment
in the workplace. Each woman
will explain how these topics
affect women in her country.
"I'm going to talk about gov-

emment policies in China," Xie
said.
Xie said China passed equal
employment laws in 1949.
She said women are seeing
changes at home as well.
"In the younger generation,
especially educated people, I
think women enjoy a better
situation," Xie said. "They
usually share the household
chores."
One of the biggest differences is how employers treat
maternity leave. Gennany has
the longest maternity leave of
one year with pay, but this
extended absence hurts women's chances of being hired for
a job, Lammers said. She said
many women also want to stay
home with their children.
"'The old ideas are still
there," Lammers said.
The shortest maternity
leave is in the United States,
where women have two weeks
off without
pay, Jane
Etheridge, MSU Women's
Center director, said.
Sexual harassment laws,
and types of occupations
women hold will also be part of
the discussion.

New Beginnings
In Christ at C6alvary Cfemple
1. Are you looking for the Way?
2. Do you want to know the Truth?
3. Do you want a Life?
These are valid questions and you will have
many answers, but there was only one man in all of
history that said, "I am the 'f:JJ:t, the Inllb, and the
.Lif§" (John 14:6). That man is Jesus Christ.

If you are looking for answers, Try Jesus!
Pastor Brian Hawkins & Congregation Welcome You!

Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God
2645 U.S. Hwy. 641 S.
753-7389

E-mail: Calvaryl@hcis.net

Service Times:
10 a.m. Sunday
6:30 p.m. Sunday
7:00 p.m. Wednesday

Period Late?

STUDENT LAW
ASSOCIATION
Meeting Thursday,

Nov. 18
at 3:30 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room at the
Curris Center:
Any students interested
in a future in law should
attend.

Play K of C Bingo avery Tuesday Evening 7pm
SPEEDBALL Begins at 8:30 pm
,..WE HAVE._

~'f;~ri~~~ ~ ~ SOUIRE HAlf RD.
[p(!D 111111&00®
l g ...,:.=------~
-:---t BONUS BALL tl 1

~~

KN/GimOFCOlUMIIISHAll

~M~YSTAT£
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~m~J....,:.;~CAVfl:O::o::'w:L-;:IGHT::-:;-- - " " " 1 BONUS BALL 112

$?????

Do you•..
a. PAtvf(l
b. P~~LCt?
-?
c. ...
raJIICd. Call 753-0700 for a

ssoooo~~-N FREE PREGNANCY TEST
PLAYS l iKE A BONUS BALL BUT THE Knlg~~NEY INTHE POTl

•500°0

coverall now ~umber•

C•rds st•rtlng
K of c Hall, Squire Hale Road
• t $10.00
A Non-proflt Charitable Organization

I Pl•y• 12 I
G•mes

Feetunng ntgh~y speclel$ at $1 pet cetd 0< $210f Uno. Special cany ovor 7 + t t
RelrGihments. candy and FREE poJ)COm seM!d. Kantueky Chant able
Ucense IORG0000514

(Same Day Results)
L IFEH OUSE PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
member of

@ARE NEl!-

131G APR.f CAf
A Gallery of Fine Quality

Alpha Gamma Delta

Decorative and Functional Objects
Fabricated in Clay, Fiber, Glass,
Meta~ Stone, and Wood.

would like to congratulate

Celtic Jewelry, Leather Celtic
Journals, Sterling Fire
Candles/Pendants, Candles, Pottery,
Glass Ornaments. ..

on winning Rock-A-Tho
Thanks to everyone w
participated and than
you for your support!

Karen White Boyd
OWNER

113 S. 4TH ST.
759-9159

Phi MuAlpha

....Gk··-

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

sat. Nov. t 3 •

Clarence Dobbins Review
sat. Nov. 20 •

Hoosier Daddy

sorry, no mln.on alter t:IO p.m. saturday

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
901-247-5798
Puryear, TN

orts
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Sports /Jriejs
Towns suspended
for first six games
Murray State Racer Marlon Towns, a 6-foot-5-inch
guard from Memphis,
Tenn., will start the season
under suspension fo r violating team rules and will
miss the fi rst six games of
the season, Racer Head
Coach Tevester Anderson
anno unced T hursday.
Towns is facing charges
of fourth degree assault
and possession of less than
eight ounces of marijuana
afte r an O ct. 6 arrest.
Towns will miss the Racers' two exhibit ion games,
the seaso n o pener on
Nov. 20 against Co lorado
Springs and three games at
the Hoop and Quill C lassic
in St. Lo uis on No v. 26-28.

Racers sign top
high school recruit

11

Volleyball reopens Racer Arena with OVC wins
By Joe Dan Dacus
Staff Writer
The volleyball team christened
the new Racer Arena floor with a
3-1 win over Morehead and a 3-0
win over Eastern Kentucky.
Friday night, after honoring
the team's seniors and their families, the Racers took the floor to
defeat the Morehead State Lady
Eagles.
Morehead struck first in game
one, but was soon eclipsed by the
fired up Racer team as it rolled to
a 9-4 lead. Morehead staged a
comeback to eventually take the
lead 15-14. After a timeout, Murray State scored three more
points to win game one 17-15.
In game two, the Racers
destroyed the Lady Eagles. Murray State rolled up a 5-0 lead
before Morehead scored its only
point of the game. The Racers
went on to finish game two 15-1.
In game three, when the Racers put in the second string, Murray State took an early 7-1 lead,
but it was not to last. Morehead
went on an 8-2 run and tied the

Laura Dcalon/Tile News

Senior Rachel Kulp spikes as two Mo re head State d efe nders
a tte mpt to block en route to the Race rs' four-game victory.
score at nine. The Racers called a State got in the groove and took a
timeout to no avail as the Lady 9-7 lead. After that, The Racers
Eagles went on to win the game never looked back as they went
15-9.
on to win 15-8.
The starters returned for the
Senior Sarah Ernst led the
Racers to finish off Morehead in attack with 17 kills. Senior Mica
game four. The Lady Eagles took Wojinski had 41 assists, and the
an early 7-1 lead, but Murray defensive effort was led by sopho-

more Jessica Wood's 17 defensive
digs as well as 13 from j unior
Rachael Neighbors.
"Our team was out there to win
and that's what we did," Nelson
said.
The Racers took the OVC
match 3-1 and raised their OVC
win total to 10. MSU then looked
forward to Saturday's EKU
game.
This would be the last home
match for seniors Krista Shumard, Rachel Kulp, Sarah Ernst
and Mica Wojinski.
"Our goal is to keep undefeated
in our new arena," Coach David
Schwepker said.
With that goal in mind, the
Racers came into the match with
EKU ready to light up the scoreboard like the night before.
In game one, MSU took an
early 6-1 lead. EKU pulled within two at 10-8, but MSU rolled to
win _game one 15-8.
After EKU tied the score at 3-3
. in the second game, MSU scored
eight unanswered points . The
Colonels returned from a timeout
and scored once, but that was all

According to Thursday's
"The Paducah Sun," the
Murray
State
Racers
signed o ne of the top high
scho o l seniors in America
to a national letter-ofintent to atte nd MSU.
Jamar Avant. a 6-foot-8,
235-po und power forward
from Murphysboro High
in
Illinois,
School
announced his choice of
attending Murray State
during a press conference
at
the
high
school
Wednesday.
Avant was rated as the
No. 76 high school player
in the country according
t o o ne natio nal magazine .
He averaged 20 po ints and
15 rebounds per game last
season.
Briefs are compiled by jason
Billingsley, sports editor.

SportLight
jason French,
Sarah Ernst
Jason Fre nch and Sarah
Er nst are in t his week's
Racer SportUght.
Fre nch, junior fro m
Decatur, Ga., caught seven
passes fo r 181 yards,
including a 71 -yard t o uchdown pass o n the Racers'
first play fro m scrimmage,
in MSU's victory over
Eastern Kentucky Saturday.
Ernst , senio r fro m
Muskego, W is., became
the OVC Defensive Player
of the Week for volleyball
after her perfo rmances
against Mo rehead State
and Southeast' Missouri
State last week.
The senior middle
blocker posted a matchhigh seven blocks against
Mo rehead and tied fo r the
t eam match-high with four
blocks in the Racers' loss
t o SEMO.

Fast l·(.u.:t
Racers try to recapture past success
The Racers' defeated
TSU three consecutive
times from 1995- 1997
befo re last year's defeat.
Source : MSU Sports Information

as the Racers won the game 15-4.
EKU scored fi r st in game
three, but the Racers lit up the
scoreboard 12 unanswered times
to lake a commanding 12-1 lead.
EKU scored again, but it was in
vain. Murray State closed the
match 15-2.
Shumard had 10 kills on the
night, aided by 36 assists from
Wojinski. Ernst had nine kills
a nd r eceived OVC defensive
player of the week honors for her
performances.
"This is as good as it gets,"
Shumard said. "We were ready
to win and wouldn't want it any
other way."
Wojinski agreed.
"It's the best feeling to leave
home court with a win," she said.
Schwepker added his thoughts
on the seniors' performance.
"They're awesome," be said.
"They put everything together
today."
The Racers hope to carry the
momentum into the UT at Martin match tonight and to the
OVC tournament in Cape
Girardeau on Nov. 19 and 20.
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Sat., Nov. 13th
Adelphia Stadium
Nashville, Tenn.
1:30 p.m.
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MSU vs. ITU: 22·11

,-1

MSU vs. EKU: 45-30'-1
Brian Howell/ The News
Ryan Brooks/The N ew!>

Defensive end Te rre ll Black sacks EKU quarte rback Gary Gumm for a safety in the 45-30 win.

Racers crash Colonels at home 45-30
By Morgan Hardy
Assistant Sports Editor
In five words, Racer Head
Coach Denver Johnson succinctly described the pivotal
Ohio Valley Conference game in
which the Racers corralled the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels 4530.
"It was a big win," he said.
The driving force behind the
winning effort was All-American candidate quarterback
Justin Fuente, who completed
19 of 34 attempts for 384 yards.
Wide receiver Jason French
took seven of those passes and
turned them into 191 yards, the
finest performance of his
career.

"It was a lot of relief (to have
a big day)," French said. "I've
been solid all year. I figured it
was going to be my time sooner
or later."
The first half was dominated
by Murray State, who put 35
points on the scoreboard before
the 30-minute mark. After a
brief scare in which the
Colonels closed to 35-30, the
Racers put the game away \vith
a Terrence Tillman touchdown
and a safety.
The running game reemerged
after last week's off-par performance. Senior Jermaine Manning gained 187 yards on 24
carries with his direct, punching style of attack. Eastern was
"hype and crunk to stop the

run," Manning said, but the
double threat of Fuente's arm
and the reenergized rushing
efforts distracted the defense.
One of the most telling points
of the game was the seven sacks
recorded by the Racers, who
once again came around with a
tremendous defensive showing.
The secondary also recorded
one interception.
Conversely, the Racers' offensive line only allowed one sack,
and it was the first sack they
had permitted in the last four
games.
"We knew what kind of blitz
we were facing," offensive lineman Duke Vaiga said. "We try
to give Fuente as much time as

he needs, and we do our best to
protect him in the pocket."
Once again, freshman punter
Brian Bivens was OVC Special
Teams Player of the Week after
having three punts over 50
yards, including a booming 59yarder. However, Bivens' average was held down by a blocked
punt in the end zone, the second
of the year against MSU. In a
heads-up play, Bivens swatted
the ball out of bounds as it came
down, saving the touchdown.
Other parts of the special
teams did not fare as well. EKU
averaged more than 17 yards
per kickoff return, returning
seven kickoffs for 120 yards.
Kicker Greg Miller also had a
down day, going 2-4 on field

goal attempts. He made two
attempts from 27 yards, missed
one from 27 and missed the
final from 39.
Overall, however, the Murray
State squad looked prepared for ·
the challenge of the Tennessee
State Tigers, who enter Saturday's game undefeated and
undaunted by the numbers of
Fuente.
"We've got tremendous heart,
we've got tremendous courage
and we've got great chemistry
on this football team right now,"
Johnson said. "We haven't 'outathleted' anyone but one or two
teams this year, but we've simply executed (the game plan)
better."

Walter Payton remembered for style, substance
I was born a Chicago Bears
fan, I live as a Chicago Bears
fan and I will die a Chicago
Bears fan. So, I was deeply
moved by the death of Walter
Payton last week.
Payton was a part of something very special with the 1985
Chicago Bears, still one of the
greatest teams in NFL history.
Payton also had lo carry the
Bears in the late 1970s and
early 1980s, when the Bears
wer e about like they are now,
miles away from the playoffs.
The one moment I remember
most about Walter Payton is not
necessarily a good memory, but
it stands out in my mind.
It was from Payton's last
game in the 1987 NFC divisional playoff game against the

Sports
Ta ll?
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Washington Redskins at Soldier
Field.
The Bears were on their last
chance with a fo urth-and-15
from about their 25-yard line.
Jim McMahon went back to
pass and could not find anyone
open except Payton on a little
screen pass.
Payton caught the ball and
pulled off a magical run down

the right sideline and was final- can still remember watching family about the bile duct canly knocked out of bounds.
Payton play.
cer and not telling anyone about
• The only problem was the
Who can forget Payton's rap- his liver disease until he was
gain was for only 14 yards ping skills, or lack of them , on forced to acknowledge it.
instead of 15.
the infamous "Super Bowl ShufThe sad thing about Payton's
A good running back would fle" song after t he Bears' victory death is the young footba ll fans
have gained about five yards. A in Super Bowl XX?
of today know very little about
great running back would have
Payton, of course, still holds Payton except for what they see
gotten 10. Walter Payton the aU-time NFL rushing record on film.
gained 14 yards.
with 16,726 yards and llO
For Bears fans, at a time
I was about eight years old at rushing touchdowns. Payton when Packers' jerseys sell well
the time and I remember crying also caugh t 492 passes for 4,538 in all parts of Illinois, this is
for Payton as they showed him yards and 15 touchdowns, but especially disheartening.
on the sideline in tears, one of Payton's legacy stands for much
So this weekend, why don't
the few times he let his emo- more tha n statistics.
you grab the old pigskin and
tions truly flow on the football
Payton was the ultima te com· play a game in Payton's memofield. This picture is still one of petitor on t he football field, ry. Don't forget to always stay
the most famous pictures ever never running out of bounds in bounds and be a good sport.
taken by NF'L Films.
unless he was forced out. If you Walter, this game's for you.
I don't remember many foot- hit Walter Payton, you were
ball games before the 1985 going to feel it all game long. He Jason Billingsley is the sports
Super Bowl season because I was the ultimate gentleman, editor for "The Murray State
was too young, but I'm glnd I not telling anyone outside his News."
\

\
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fPalmer, Newlin lead cross country to NCAA
Hy Morgan Hardy
:Assistant Sports Editor
•
: The Racer runne rs have
:been gift ed this year with a
pair of talented athletes:
:Lindsay Newlin and Brian
:Palmer.
! "Both of them are very good
;students, very good people
a nd very ha rd workers,"
:track and cross country Head
'coach Bob Ooty said. "You
can't ask for any more than
that . They're leaders and
'everyone looks up to them."
· They run pretty well, too.
· Pal me r, senior engineering
.physics major from Benton,
placed firs t team All-OVC by
virtue of his top seven finish
in t he Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
In addition, he placed first
j

j

•

at four of this year's meets
Lindsay
Brian Palmer.
and second at the remaining
Senior engineer·
Newlin: Sopho·
ing physics major
more account·
two.
from Benton has
ing/CIS major has
Newlin, who is a sophobrought home
finished first at
more accounting/CIS major
four first place
three meets, in
from Georgetown, Ill. , is
cross-country fin.
addition to hold·
ranked ninth in the OVC and
ishes this year.
ing a place on the
on the All-OVC second team
Dean's Ust.
for her performance at the
OVC Tournament.
a lways been pleased with est stuff.
She came in first at three how they conduct themselves
"She's been the best roommeets and second at two.
both on the field and off the mate I could hope for," she
Both athletes will return field."
said. "I definitely look up to
next year, making it a
While both of them practice her, and I admire her for her
promising opportunity for
s portsmanship diligently, a bility."
the cross country program.
Newlin's ability is not con"I'm looking forward to they know how to have a
good
t
ime,
as
well.
fi
ned
to r unning. Newlin,
working with them (in the
"Lindsey is a very funny who was high school valedicfuture)," distance coachPablo
Sanchez said. "Palmer's a person," Molly Varner, Newl- torian, is a Regents scholar
hard worker, and he's very in's roommate, said. "Just and has been a constant on
determined to be up front. getting to know her and hang the Dean's List since she
Lindsey's always impressed ou t with her, she can crack enrolled at Murray State.
Palmer is currently in conme at every race, and I've you up over some· of the silli-
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tention to have one of his
engineering designs accepted
by NASA for testing.
The design, called a "centrifugal fluidized bed," is
intended to merge solids and
gases when in zero gravity.
If accepted, Palmer and his
design will travel on a special plane that can simulate
zero gravity conditions.
The competitive nature
that not only drives his ath·
letics but also scholastics is
attributed to his high school
running coach, Trent Lovett.
"1 started under him as my
middle school basketball
coach," Palmer said. "Trent
taught me the thrill of competition. That thrill of competition and the thrill of
pushing myself gave me the
drive to do what I'm doing

now and to do what I'll be
doing for the rest of my life."
As many personal acclaims
as Palmer has earned, he
said the greatest competitive
thrill he has ever received
was the first time the team
qualified for district competitions as a team, during
Palmer's sophomore year.
Being a leader on the team
is what Brian Recktenwald,
senior from Louisville, feels
is Palmer's greatest asset.
"I think his drive is on and
off the track," he said. "He
does well at anything he
does. He is a team leader and
a dominant personality that
stands out from the crowd.
His actions speak through
him."
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Picks. etc.

Hours: 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Monday - Frld9Y
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Saturday
· "A little ol' bar in Tennessee"

SGturdGf, Nov . 13:

Hfxit 3"
Kendra Richards
& KARAOKE
coNTEST
Thurs1SaYS

HaPpy Hour

TbursclaJI ..
Sl
~ ·
lonenecks
Sl Pitchers
WI Col/eee 10

Tues•. Sat

6 . 1 P.m••

14 mi. South of MurraY

121

s.. 1 mi. Past state line.
(90 tJ232-8585

!it:uck
*Skateboards *T-Shirts *Multi-gauge Jewelry

Dixieland Shopping Center
759-0810
Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

507 S. 12th Sl · Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and T.L.C.
for your car, truck, motor home.

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
Visit us on ine at

http:/ /www.thenews.org

1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.
753-4424

Produced by The Murray State News in
·cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

Experience LDDNet quality on your own computer.

Wall(-lns Weleomel

To subscribe to IDDNet ca111-800455-16os

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.

~
Ladles Night
2S 0Orafta for ladles

~

Band Nights

Saturday, Nov 13· Night

Fish
Thursday, Nov 18· Somethln' ELS~

KGrGoke Night

~

Pool TournGment &
OJ on the Dance Floor

• No Minors d ter 8:30 p.111. on Band Nlthts

1 3 Miles touth of Murray
12 1 South on StGteline next to StGtellne lottery

Leather & Lace
Sports Bar & Grill
PurveGr, TN
(Formerly l<11own At 'SIDELINE$')

Me1st be 2 I tncf

over wltlt Vallet 1.0.

• Cold Beer • Darts • Pool • Music •

'

9udy's

"8ajun tplace
Boiled Shrimp • $8 lb.
Fresh CrawfiSh • $4.50 lb.

Tbursda~s
$1 draft n ght with meal

Fresh
Seafood
Weekly

Only Place to Find
Gator, Steaks &:
Burgers, Oysters,
&: even Lobster!
1 mle east of Paris
Landng Bricf9e on the rkjlt.
(931 )232-3098
Thlrs.-Sat. 4-9 p.m. • SU1. 1-9 p.m.
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Women's rowing competes
in last fall regattas in Georgia
(at the last regatta), but they
pushed through and did the
The Murray State women's best they could."
The novice eight placed 26th
rowing team competed in two
out
of 43 teams with a time of
regattas this weekend at
Duke won the race
23:51.2.
Gainesville, Ga.
with
a
time
of 19:39.1.
The regattas were held on
"This
was
a good race for our
Lake Lanier, the site of rowing
crew,"
McMonigle
said. "It was
competition for the 1996
a
good
experience.
We felt like
Olympic Games. Both regattas
we
raced
better
than
we did at
were five kilometers long.
Knoxville."
The varsity squad placed
The novice four competed in
20th out of 21 teams with a
its first race ever as a team and
time of 22:26.8. The University
placed 33rd out of 43 teams
of Miami-Florida won the comwith a time of 27:41.3.
petition with a time of 19:16.9.
Louisville won this race with a
"This was not a good showtime of 21:51.3.
ing," MSU rowing Head Coach
"'We practiced as a four-perKelly McMonigle said. "One of son team only four times,"
our varsity rowers became sick McMonigle said. "Since two of
prior to the race, so we had to our athletes didn't qualify, we
bring one of the novice rowers had to take our second eightup who had rowed earlier in person team and make a fourthe morning.
person team. I think we did a
"Three other varsity rowers good job against a lot of bigger
are still severely injured, but teams that practiced as fourthey rowed hard," McMonigle person teams all year long.''
On Sunday, the Racers took
said. "They didn't row as well
as they had at Knoxville, Tenn. part in the Chattahoochee

Staff Repor t

TO

Chase on the same course.
The varsity squad placed
19th out of 29 teams with a
time of 21:58.8, while the
novice eight, rowing in the
same race, was 28th with a
time of 24:07.
North Carolina had the best
time among varsity teams at
18:56, while Texas had the best
novice time at 20:50.6.
The novice four finished its
race with a time of 27:12.5.
Georgia State won the novice
fours competition with a time
of24:55.3
"The novice fours had a 100
percent improvement over the
day before," McMonigle said.
The regattas in Gainesville,
Ga., marked the end of the fall
schedule for Murray State.
The Racers will open the
spring portion of their schedule
Jan. 29 at the Tennessee
Indoor Rowing Association
Championships
Chatin
tanooga, Tenn.

FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS

FOOTBALL GURUS ~
Previous Week's Record

Brian Howell / The News
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John

Billingsley

Jason

C. D.
Bradley

S pc'rl\ EdHor

c ..py editor

Viewpc>int Editor

MSU-TV II

8-7

5-10
80-56

9-6
n-59

10-5
91-45

Overall Record

83-53

GAME

Greik

Broeckling

Sta

Carolina at St. Louis
Minnesota at Chicago
San Francisco al New Orleans
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Indianapolis ut N.Y. Giants
Kansas City at Tampa Bay
Washington nt Philadelphia
Tennessee at Cincinnati
Miami at Buffalo
San Diego at Oakland
Detroit at Ariwna
Green Bay nt Dallas
Baltimore at Jacksonville
Denver at Seattle
N.Y Jets at New England

St. Louis
Minnesota
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
Indianapolis
Tampa Bay
Washington
Tennessee
Miami
San Diego
Detroit
Green Bay
Jacksonville
Seattle
New England

St. louis
Minnesota
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Washington
Tennessee
Miami
San Diego
Detroit
Green Bay
Jacksonville
Seattle
New England

St. Louis
Chicago
San Francisco
Piusburgh
N.Y. Giants
Kansas City
Washington
Tennessee
Miami
San Diego
Detroit
Green Bay
Jacksonville
Seattle
New England

St. Louis
Minnesota
San Francisco
Pittc;burgh
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Washington
Tennessee
Miami
Oakland
Detroit
Dallas
Jacksonville
Seattle
New England

MSUatTSU

MSU

MSU

TSU

MSU
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Congratulations Christine Alonzo
lor being selected as a new member
ol the MSU Crew team.
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Does ~choot~?Ulhern HopEthernHope
you feeling stressed?

has the ANSWER!

When You Orin~
a Friend
You Each Gel a
Half-Priced
Massa~et

Manual Therapy
Struc tural Therapy
Myofasclal Mobilization
Craniosacral Therapy
En ergy iDte gradoD

908 S. 12th St.
Bel Air Center
767-0060

Mass qeTherap.y ·
Swedish Massage
Deep Tissu e Mugge
Jln ShiD Do Acapre•are
Lymph Drainage Therapy

on. & Thurs . 9 a .m.-8 p.m.
Tues., Wed., & F.rl. 9 a.m.-S p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
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GOWER
.Continued from P;.tge 1

"Having a band director tell
·you, at the age of 15, that 'You're
·not going to amount to shit.' is
really going to drive you," Gower
said. "That was a direct quote
from Jim Wright, my band director my sophomore year of high
school. All I've got to say to him
is, look at where I'm at now. I've
still not accomplished nearly
what I want to, but in the last
few years, I believe I'm accomplished enough to prove him
wrong."

Within one year of hearing
that, Gower sat first chair in AllNational. He made All-State,
sitting third chair, held national
honor band and made the top
ensemble in his first year in
Murray State. He went on to perform at the National College
Band Directors Meeting in Florida later that year and then took
principal and section leader in
the marching band.
"It's one of the best things in
the world to be told you're something you're not," Gower said.
..When someone says you're not
going to accomplish your goals,
it's great to accomplish it and

T ELEPHONES
Continued from Page 1
access facilities because of the extended
periods of time that modem users stay
connected to the telephone trunks, which
carry local traffic leaving the campus,"
DeBoer said.
The telecommunications staff is investigating several ways to solve this problem. The staff is considering installing a
direct connection to the Internet service
provider used by a majority of the oncampus users. The staff also discussed
the possibility of using a telecommunications service provider to gain the ability
to direct all 1-800 traffic over a special
circuit.
DeBoer has received some complaints
about people having trouble calling oncampus, although they are not as frequent as those related to out-bound calls.
Although the cause for this problem
has been harder for the telecommunications staff to pinpoint, DeBoer has
noticed some factors. With the rapid
decrease in the cost of long distance calling, students receive more calls from family and friends. These calls usually come
in the evening.
"We are looking at installing trunks
which use more efficient technology than

rub it in their face ... That's one
of the reasons I do what I do,
because I was told many times
through that I'm not going to be
famous, I'm not going to make
it."
He also toured Europe for a
month and a half as featured
soloist in high school. He recalls
a particular performance on the
tour as his proudest moment.
"I was in Straussberg, France,
17 years old and standing in
front of an audience of four to
five thousand Europeans:
Gower said. "I played 'Carnival
of Venice' from memory with one
of the best ensembles I've ever

the presently installed lines to help alleviate this problem," DeBoer said.
The University owns a telephone
switch, which performs the same function
as the switch used by a telephone company, DeBoer said. This allows on-campus
users to dial each other using four-digit
extensions and to make local and long
distance calls over a outbound trunks. It
also directs all inbound calls to the called
on-campus extension.
There are 4,500 extensions, which are
located in the residential colleges, academic buildings and administration offices,
DeBoer said.
DeBoer said different trunks are used
for different types of calls. There are 81
outbound trunks for local, 1-800 and
some operator-assisted traffic. Twentyfour outbound trunks are for student
direct-access long distance calling and for
some operator-assisted traffic. There are
12 outbound trunks for access to the
Campus MCI Internet service.
Different trunks are used for calls
received on campus from ofT campus.
There are 80 inbound trunks for local
calls and long distance traffic, which is
carried by all long distance carriers other
than AT&T, and 48 inbound trunks are
used for long distance traffic carried by
AT&T.
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been in. When I was done, they
threw roses at my feet. Being 17
years old, in Straussberg, and
having to do an encore is one of
the most awesome things I could
ever experience.
"You can't even imagine what
it's like to be on stage. It's better
than chocolate, and it's the best
feeling in the world," Grower
said. "What really makes it
worthwhile, though, is when my
mom is there. I could care less of
where I am in the world. I could
be playing in front of the president of the United States, which
I have done, but no one matters
as much as my mom."

Part of the reason for Gower's
love for his mother is she has
been the only parent he has had
for several years. His father died
two weeks before his high school
graduation and only two weeks
after his grandfather. After that,
his mother returned to school,
received her bachelor's and master's degrees, and currently
instructs at a community college.
This has also engendered a
deep desire for independence in
Gower. Independence has been a
trait he will always hold dear,
something expressed in his goals
and ambitions.
"I go without many things that
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Johnson said Murray has 405 yards rushing
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the
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in the country, last seayear.
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a lot of college students have," .
Gower said. "There's a lot of
times that I don't get what 1
want to eat, or even get to eat,
because of the lack of money.
"I guess I'm trying to set
myself up for your standard
phrase 'the starving artist.'
Twenty years from now, I'm
going to be eating peanut butter
and jelly and sitting in a studio
apartment with $2000 rent in
New York City, loving every
minute of what I'm doing. That's
my life. Some people couldn't do
that, but if I'm playing, I'm playing, and that's all I need."

son's OVC Offensive Player of the Year Leon Murray. Murray, however,
tore his ACL three weeks
ago against Western Kentucky and is most likely
out for the season. His
backup, Chris Perkins,
has been effective in that
time period, leading TSU
to victories over WKU,
Eastern Kentucky and
Tennessee Tech.
"I don't think they lose a
whole lot from Perkins to
Murray," Johnson said. "I
felt Justin Fuente was the
best quarterback in the
OVC last year, but Murray deserved the award
because he was quarterback of the team that was
the conference champs
after a tremendous ofTen·
sive shootout at our stadium. Leon Murray is not
the only good player on
that football team. Not to
take anything away from
Leon, but he's surrounded
by a tremendous supporting cast as well.''
Recently, the Tigers
have gained the reputa-

tion of being bad sportsmen. Not only did they
tear down the goalposts
last year after their victory against Murray, they
have been known for
trash talking after all
their victories the last few
seasons.
"We experienced that
last year and two years
ago down there," Johnson
said. "I thought the celebration last year was
unfortunate and unattractive. Every coach in the
league I talked to in passing as the season has gone
by has told me that if you
can get past the trash
talking, eye gouging and
that kind of stuff and stay
focused on football, your
chances of winning are
much better."
Saturday's game is
scheduled for a 1:30 p.m.
kickoff at Adelphia Calise·
um in Nashville, Tenn. To
listen to Johnson's press
conference in Real Audio,
go to "The Murray State
News Online" at www.thenews.org/sports.htm.

Bel Air Mall
Welcon1es The

Murray State Racers
To The

COORS CLASSIC
Dec. 15-17 In Mobile, Alabama

$
plus tax
King or Two Double Beds
includes Breakfast Buffet for Two!
Make your reservations now!
Ask for the Coors Classic Rate

Call (334) 476-6400
Directions: 1-65 South, Exit 3 (Airport Blvd).
Take Airport Blvd East 2 blocks next to Bel Air Mall.

C§ive your parents a

~ews

3 I 0 I Airport Blvd.
Mobile, AL 36606

subscription for the holidays.
(

